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ABSTRACT

One of the most important issues in engineering is the detection of structural damages. During its life cycle, 
a building, besides the exposure to operational and environmental forces, can be subjected to earthquakes 
or to other non ordinary loads. These events may have a deep impact on the building safety, and thus a 
continuous monitoring of the structure health conditions becomes desirable or even necessary in many cases. 
In this context, the usage of vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems is spreading 
from big infrastructures applications, like bridges, dams or skyscrapers, to the historical heritage and to 
public or residential buildings. The aim of this work is to propose a combined experimental and numerical 
methodology to perform the SHM of structures of the civil engineering lying in seismic hazard zones. A 
relatively low cost SHM prototype system based on this approach is developed. The data acquired by the 
system are provided to a finite element method (FEM) numerical model to detect the appearing, the rise 
and the distribution of local damages and to estimate a global damage level. The system has been tested 
and calibrated on a three-storey prototype model. The procedure for the estimation of the damage level 
is calibrated by comparing the experimental quantities measured during cyclic failure tests with the 
FEM model predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important goals of structural engineering is to provide an adequate level of safety
against damage occurring during earthquakes [1]. For this reason, monitoring the health condition
of a structure is crucial for building safety [2]. Nowadays, theoretical and experimental research
efforts entailing the seismic behaviour of structures are available [3], as different attempts leading
to the quantitative estimation of damage degree [4, 5], obtained by using the so-called damage
indices. The most important issue in this approach is related to the calibration of each index, by 
using experimental data [6, 7].

Damage is defined as a set of modifications in either the material or the geometric features 
of a structure, which affect the current performance. Studies on causes of damage regard, on
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one side, the analysis of material behaviour, in terms of aging or degradation, and, on the other 
side, the structural analysis and, thus, maximum stress, maximum strain attained, etc. A well-
known classification for damage-identification methods, introduced by Rytter (1993) [8], defines 
in particular, four levels of damage identification, (i) existence, (ii) location, (iii) extent, and (iv) 
prediction. Consequently, a structural health monitoring (SHM) methodology aims at identifying 
the presence of damage and at measuring damage evolution. SHM systems provide a valuable 
knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of monitored structures, of their response to service and 
environmental loadings and of rise and distribution of deterioration conditions. These systems, 
widely employed in mechanical, aeronautical, and civil engineering (see e.g. [9, 10, 11]), generally 
rely on vibration response measurements as primary data and on several post-processing techniques 
[12, 13]. Specifically, in vibration-based SHM, existence of damage can be detected by comparing 
the so-called modal parameters, that is, the natural frequencies, damping ratios, mode shapes of 
the damaged structure, with the corresponding parameters of the healthy structure. In fact, values 
of these parameters, which vibration dynamics depends upon, undergo modifications owing to 
damage. Basically, modal parameters are functions of the physical properties of a structure, the 
mass, damping, and stiffness distribution, and consequently changes in these physical properties 
modify the modal parameters. Several references that address damage detection and related issues 
have been published [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Mottershead and Friswell (1993) [23] present a 
survey of the literature related to finite element model (FEM) updating, which has been extensively 
used for structural damage detection.

The development of low cost and low energy measuring devices, which represent the new 
generation of acquisition systems, and the increasing availability of hardware and software for 
advanced computational analysis, have by now made possible the usage of SHM techniques, 
originally developed for large civil structures, as bridges, dams and skyscrapers [24], in the field 
of more common and diffused structures as historical, public or residential buildings. Within this 
background, the aim of this research is to propose a novel combined experimental and numerical 
methodology to perform SHM of civil and building engineering structures lying in seismic hazard 
zones. Specifically, we combine experimental results from vibration response measurements (used 
to identify the dynamic characteristic of the structure and for tuning the numerical model) with 
finite element analysis, in order to compute the stress-strain results through a non-linear dynamic 
computation. In this way, we obtain the behaviour of the structure, not only by comparing the states 
before and after a specific important event, but also by studying what happens during the event 
through structural analysis. Following the Ritter’s classification, through this approach, we not only 
locate the damage and calculate the damage extent but we also achieve the prediction of remaining 
service life.

In this paper, we present the preliminary results obtained by applying the proposed methodology 
to an in-house fabricated experimental model. In particular, with the sole aim of proving the 
concept, the capabilities of our approach have been tested by performing experiments, in laboratory 
conditions, on a three storey aluminium scaled frame. Thus, a low-cost SHM prototypic system, 
based on this approach, has been developed. The proposed methodology comprises two different 
phases, (i) a long term data acquisition, aimed at revealing slow modifications of structural features 
that through updating of numerical model parameters allows for detecting damage due to aging; (ii) 
an instantaneous survey, aimed at estimating the health of a structure next to some particular events 
as strong overloads, occurring during earthquakes. We are aware that in the present experimental 
work we are overlooking the environmental effects that could affect the dynamic response [11]. 
However, since the scope of the paper is to check the method, this important issue is left for future 
work. The approach requires a preliminary set-up of both the diagnostic system and the theoretical 
model (Figure 1). The former specifically includes the data acquisition system set-up and calibration 
of accelerometers. The theoretical model setup, requires tuning of the finite element model, through 
a preliminary identification of modal parameters, the study of hysteretic properties of materials, and 
a survey of damage characteristics. The formalization of a theory, which describes the mechanical 
behaviour of materials and structures due to cyclic loading in the elastic-plastic range must embrace 
two complementary aspects: The correct definition of appropriate criteria for collapse, and the
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the SHM system.

introduction of effective models of cyclic behaviour, which are able to realistically simulate the 
non-linear local and global evolutionary response [25].

Since a global or a local kind of collapse can generally take place in a structure, typically 
two types of damage index have to be adopted for detection [26, 27]. The evolution of an initial 
local failure from element to element may cause progressive global collapse [28]. Global collapse 
may involve dynamic instability, which is usually triggered by large inter-storey drifts and which 
is amplified by second order effects, the so-called P-∆ effects, and by strength and stiffness 
deterioration of the structure [29]. Cyclic loading tests in the elastic-plastic range are, thus, requested 
to detect local and global damage mechanisms, studying the dynamic response of the structure, and 
the reliability of the numerical model when compared to experimental results. In the case of the 
considered structure, the local damage is commonly caused by low-cycle fatigue, while collapse 
is attained by the progressive accumulation of lateral drifts related to the application of a series of 
large inelastic deformation cycles and significant P-∆ effect [30, 31].

The paper is composed by the following Sections. In Section 2 we describe the experimental 
setup. The considered model is a one-span three-storey aluminium frame with a soft storey 
behaviour at the ground floor. Although the P-∆ effects due to gravity loads are usually significant 
only for very high frames, the secondary effects are stressed and amplified for this particular 
application, as a consequence of the fact that the pillars are slender because in the experimental 
model we wish to have natural frequencies close to the natural frequencies of real structures. 
Actually, the P-∆ effects play an important role in the subsequent analysis (model updating, 
evaluation of the structural vulnerability). In Section 3 we report on the experimental identification 
of the structure, performed by operational modal analysis. In Section 4, the used numerical model 
is described with comparison of its results with those from experimental modal analysis. In Section 
5, we introduce the adopted local and global damage indexes, while, in Section 6, we discuss results 
from the proposed SHM approach. Concluding remarks are summarized in Section 7. Analytical 
results obtained in the case of a clamped-clamped beam when considering P-∆ effect, requested for 
computing the adopted global damage index are reported in the Appendix A.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The model is a one span aluminium frame with three storeys and different heights (252 mm for the 
first storey and 172 mm for the second and the third storeys). In order to increase the vulnerability 
of the structure at the first floor, several tests increasing the storey stiffness by rotating one, two or 
all the pillars of the upper floors are made. In this work the results obtained rotating just one column 
in the second and in the third level are shown, since we have not found major differences with the 
other
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cases. In this way, a typical soft storey behaviour (at the first level) is obtained, which is just what 
we want to obtain since this situation frequently occurs in the applications. The distances between 
the centroid of the pillars are 246.5 mm along x-direction and 107 mm along y-direction. The 
columns have a rectangular cross section (2 × 15 mm) and are made of a standard aluminium alloy 
AlMgSi 6060 with a T6 heat treatment. The frame was placed on a slip table with displacement 
allowed only along the x-direction. The added masses applied on each floor (taking into account the 
weight of the sensors/cables) and considered in the dynamical behaviour of the frame, are equal to 
0.7 kg for each pillar of the first and second floors, and 0.35 kg for each pillar of the third floor. The 
model is shown in Figure 2.

a) b) c)

Figure 2. a) Experimental model; b) Schematic drawing; c) Lay out of sensors and measuring direction.

The data acquisition instrumentation and inter-connections between the equipment are illustrated
in Figure 3. In particular we used:

• an electrodynamic shaker Brüel & Kjær (B&K), Type 4809;
• a piezoelectric load cell PCB 208C01 placed between the model base and the shaker stinger

to measure force at the driving point;
• four piezoelectric Integrated Electronics Piezo Electric (IEPE) 100 mV/g accelerometers

fastened to each storey. Starting from ground to top: Acc. #0 PCB 353, Acc. #1 B&K 4514-
001, Acc. #2 Endevco A56-100, Acc. #3 PCB 353;

• two types of sensors based on MEMS accelerometers: A breakout board made with a
Freescale Semiconductor MMA7361L 1.5 g 3-axis (placed on third storey) [32] and a ST
Microelectronics LIS2L02AS4 2 g 2-axis linear accelerometer (the chip has been integrated in
a custom electronic circuit for power supply regulation, output voltage filtering and impedance
adaptation made by AEA srl - Loccioni Group) [33]. Each one has been calibrated before the
experiment on a B&K 4294 exciter.

When monitoring large structures where several accelerometers are utilised, the cost of each
sensor also becomes a determining element in their choice. Seismic accelerometers based on
piezoelectric and piezoresistive technology are largely employed in monitoring of structures of civil
engineering, but in recent years the possibility of using capacitive MEMS accelerometers as an
alternative to expensive conventional accelerometers is the subject of several studies [34, 35].

For these reasons preliminary tests have been done to characterize low-cost MEMS sensors. The
results showed that accelerometers based on ST Microelectronics LIS2L02AS4 chip have the best
performance-to-cost ratio, the highest sensitivity and the lowest floor noise [36, 37, 38].

Data were acquired with a National Instruments PXI 1042 chassis, equipped with a PXI 8110
CPU, a PXI 4472B data acquisition board (102.4 kS/s, 8 Channel, 24-Bit) for IEPE accelerometers
and load cell, and a PXI 6259 (16 Analog Inputs at 16 Bits, 1.25 MS/s) for MEMS analog out
acquisition and signal generation. Software for signal generation, data acquisition and analysis were
developed by using National Instruments LabVIEW 2010.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup and inter-connections between the used equipment.

3. EXPERIMENTAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE STRUCTURE

In the field of vibration-based structural identification, Operational Modal Analysis (OMA), also 
referred to as Output-only Modal Analysis, is the most suitable technique for SHM applications 
[9, 10, 11, 12]. OMA, in fact, allows for the experimental identification of structures in operating 
conditions [39, 40], leading to the evaluation of the natural frequencies, the damping factors, and 
the mode shapes [41], without the knowledge of the excitation, but under the basic assumption that 
the unknown external excitation can be approximated by a combination of uncorrelated white noise 
sequences. In the case of large civil structures [42] or in several mechanical engineering 
applications [43], the environmental unknown excitation usually satisfies this assumption.

Cross power spectra (CPS) of all the measured output signals are estimated, with respect to one 
or more output signals selected as references, and post-processed, by using dedicated curve fitting 
algorithms, to obtain the modal parameters.

The identification of the dynamic behaviour of the structure plays a fundamental role in the 
proposed approach, since modal parameters are used to update the numerical model. Here, we 
report on the structural identification of the prototype model (Figure 2), performed by using an 
OMA approach, which is practically the sole that can be used in the case of a real multi-storey 
building. In fact, when the specific purpose of the identification is the continuous monitoring of a 
structure’s health, the route of input-output modal analysis, although possible, should be not 
followed, since OMA allows for using a simpler and less expensive set-up, not needing any specific 
source of external excitation (as a shaker or a vibrodyne). We, actually, hypothesize that the 
structures can be suitably identified by means of OMA and that, therefore, the available 
environmental excitation levels are high enough for making possible the output-only modal 
identification of the structure.

A white noise shaker input excitation has been used to load the slip table in the frequency range 
from 0 to 100 Hz. The time records were acquired at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, by using a 2500 
Hz low-pass anti-aliasing filter. The requisite CPS have been obtained by using the correlogram 
approach, by firstly estimating the correlation or covariance matrix between the measured output 
signals. Afterwards, the so-called weighted correlogram has been used as non-parametric spectrum 
estimate, computed as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the weighted estimated correlation 
matrix. With regards to the utilised frequency resolution, a value equal to 0.2 Hz has been 
considered suitable. Although, in fact, frequency resolutions of even one order of magnitude 
smaller are commonly employed in the case of high modal density real-world structures, having 
closely spaced modes in the dynamic response, this is not the case of the experimental model here 
used for proving the concept of the proposed methodology. Among the available curve fitting 
techniques, formulated in both the time and the frequency domain [44], the operational
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Polyreference Least Square Complex Frequency Domain modal identification technique, known as 
the PolyMAX algorithm [45, 46], available in the LMS Test.Lab software suite (www.lmsintl.com), 
has been used for CPS post-processing and modal parameter estimation. In the last decade, in fact, 
this technique has become a valid and powerful alternative to the family of subspace methods [44, 
47], commonly utilised in all the applications of structural identification, and, specifically, in 
vibration-based SHM. In the frequency range from 0 to 35 Hz, the results obtained in terms of 
eigenfrequencies and damping ratios are shown in the second and the third columns of the 
forthcoming Table II, while the identified mode shapes are illustrated in the forthcoming Figure 11, 
where the corresponding modes obtained by finite element analysis are represented.

Figure 4. Cross Power Spectra computed with respect to the x-component of the first storey MEMS 
accelerometer. The identified eigenfrequencies are highlighted by vertical lines.

In Figures 4, 5, and 6, we report the obtained CPS, by highlighting with vertical lines the identified 
eigenfrequencies. Specifically, the adopted reference signals were the x-components of the three 
MEMS sensors located respectively on the first, the second and the third storey of the structure. 
This choice comes from the fact that the provided shaker excitation was directed along the x-axis. 
In Figure 7 the Operational PolyMAX stabilisation diagram is represented [44]. The diagram is very 
clear both because generally frequency domain techniques provide a better stabilisation and even 
because of the particular analysed structure behaviour. The stabilisation order rank is, in fact, quite 
low in all the cases.

Finally, the CPS operational syntheses have been evaluated and satisfactorily compared with the 
estimated ones, to validate the modal model. The correlation of synthesized and estimated CPS 
has been found higher than 99% for all sensors’ x-components and higher than 90% in the case 
of y-components, a direction that is not so important for the present work. For this reason, in the 
following (see next Table II) we will use only the in-plane frequencies, and we will not consider the 
out-of-plane modes. This choice is also supported by the fact that the out-of-plane frequencies have 
less accentuated peaks in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. Cross Power Spectra computed with respect to the x-component of the second storey MEMS
accelerometer. The identified eigenfrequencies are highlighted by vertical lines.

Figure 6. Cross Power Spectra computed with respect to the x-component of the third storey MEMS
accelerometer. The identified eigenfrequencies are highlighted by vertical lines.
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Figure 7. Operational PolyMAX stabilisation diagram. The identified stable poles are highlighted in cyan.

4. NUMERICAL MODEL

The development of increasingly sophisticated software for advanced computational analysis made
it possible the use of dynamic analysis for the study of non-linear behaviour of structures during
catastrophic events (as earthquakes). Non-linear dynamic analysis allows understanding what
happens during a hypothetical earthquake taking into account all the dynamic features during the
step-by-step integration.

The experimental model has three storeys with the typical shear type behaviour of the pillars.
Accordingly, the same assumption is made for the numerical (FEM) model.

4.1. Material model

The mechanical properties of the alloy are obtained from the material data sheets, from nominal
values [48] and from tensile tests specifically made to characterize the mechanical behaviour. They
are listed in Table I. The data are used to calibrate numerical parameters in order to obtain stress-
strain relationship in accordance with Annex E of [48].

Table I. Aluminium alloy 6060-T6 mechanical properties. Yield strength σy [MPa], ultimate elongation εu,
Young’s modulus E [GPa], post yield modulus E2 [GPa], density ϱ [kg/m3].

σy εu E E2 ϱ
175 0.12 66 4.3 2650

The hysteretic material behaviour is described by the Chaboche model [49], which includes 
the isotropic and the kinematic behaviours. In the isotropic model the yield surface undergoes a 
uniform expansion in the space of the principal stresses, while in the kinematic model this surface 
rigidly translates during plastic deformation. Some “ad hoc” cyclic tensile-compression tests on 
cylindrical specimens are performed to obtain the parameters of the Chaboche hysteretic model for 
the considered material [50]. The associated stress-strain curves for the alloy are plotted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Cyclic stress-strain relationship [50].

4.2. Plasticity model

The material non-linearity is taken into account by lumped and distributed models [51, 52].
Distributed plasticity model provides the more general framework for non-linear frame analysis, 

because non-linearities can develop anywhere along the structural element. A fibre model approach 
is used to simulate distributed non-linear behaviour. The representative components necessary to 
characterise the model are: non-linear force-based elements [51] for the pillars with 7 section of 
integration and 200 fibres to represent the cross section behaviour, rigid diaphragm constraint that 
approximate storey behaviour, rigid link that approximate the effect of the constraint at the end of 
each pillar and lumped mass elements for overload (that in this case is the total overload shown in 
Section 2 divided for each constraint). All degrees of freedom at the bottom of the base pillars are 
restrained.

The lumped plasticity approach, on the other hand, is characterised by discrete plastic hinges 
inserted at the ends of pillars. The position of the non-linear moment-rotation hinges (non-linear 
link elements) and the appropriate Moment-Rotation relationship should be determined previously 
and require a lot of care. The non-linear link is active only when the moment of the corresponding 
cross section reach the yield moment value. Then the plastic behaviour is considered only on the 
non-linear link. In Figure 9 the calibration scheme of the non-linear link is represented.

a) b)

Figure 9. a) Non-linear link calibration; b) non-linear link static scheme.
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In this case, the non-linear link is located near the restraint of a cantilever model that represents the
half length of a clamped-clamped beam. The specific position of non-linear link is equal to half of
equivalent plastic hinge length (Lp) calculated to determine the Moment-Rotation relationship. The
characteristics of these plastic hinges (which are non-linear link element and which are characterised
by an appropriate moment-rotation relationship) are verified by comparing the capacity curves (see
the forthcoming Figure 12) of lumped and distributed plasticity models of the clamped-clamped
beam (shear versus the upper floor x-displacement relationship of the two models subjected to a
pushover analysis). Analytical results are reported in the Appendix A.

The Moment-Rotation relationship of each non-linear link is represented in Figure 10. The
rotation is obtained by multiplying the curvature for the plastic hinge length that in this case is
considered equal to the height of the section. The material considered is the standard aluminium
alloy 6060 previously described, the cross-section area is equal to A=22.5mm and the length of the
cantilever is equal to L=126mm.

Figure 10. Moment-Rotation relationship of non-linear link.

4.3. P-∆ effect

In flexible structures if gravity loads are large with respect to the lateral stiffness, the secondary 
effects become important and can change the mechanical and dynamical characteristics of the frame. 
Therefore, the P-∆ effect has to be considered in the theoretical model to obtain the effective tangent 
stiffness and the related frequencies, in order to have a better comparison with the experimental 
results. The P-∆ effect can be generally determined by using a second-order analysis, and an 
iterative analysis is the common approach [53]. Another method for P-∆ analysis, specifically 
formulated for building-type structures, is the Geometric Stiffness method. By modifying the 
stiffnesses, the final analytical results match those of the iterative approach. Actually, the P-∆ effect 
can be linearised using this second approach since the total axial force at each storey is equal to the 
weight of the building above that level and does not change during the application of lateral loads 
[54].

Table II compares the numerical and the experimental natural frequencies. Only the first one is 
clearly affected by the P-∆ effect. Due to the high stiffness of the second and third storeys, the first 
mode shape (see Figure 11) is basically a rigid body motion of the storeys over the low level pillars, 
thus all the masses are subjected to the same displacement. This does not occur for higher modes.

In Figure 11 the mode shapes are shown. The first, the fourth and the seventh frequencies 
correspond to the flexural modes mainly belonging to the direction of action of the shaker. The 
second and the sixth natural frequencies detected in the numerical model are related to the first 
and the second flexural modes in the direction orthogonal to the shaker, while the third and the fifth 
correspond to torsional modes. Notice how, in this case, only the resonance frequencies of
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Table II. OMA natural frequencies fOMA
n,i [Hz] and damping ratios ζOMA

i [%], numerical natural frequencies
obtained without accounting for P-∆ effect fNn,i [Hz] and by taking into account P-∆ effect fN,P-∆

n,i [Hz].

mode fOMA
n,i ζOMA

i fN
n,i fN,P-∆

n,i maximum errors in % description
1 0.913 1.69 1.36 0.911 0.20% 1st x-mode
2 — — 7.95 7.93 — 1st torsional mode
3 — — 10.6 10.57 — 1st y-mode
4 19.37 0.487 19.47 19.38 0.05% 2nd x-mode
5 — — 25.78 25.77 — 2nd torsional mode
6 — — 33.79 33.72 — 2nd y-mode
7 34.96 0.125 35.41 35.3 0.97% 3rd x-mode

Figure 11. The first seven mode shapes obtained by using the numerical model.

the modal modes associated with the x-direction of action of the shaker are compared with the 
experimental results, because the aim of this research is to study the behaviour of the structure along 
the voluntarily made more vulnerable direction (the x-direction), in order to simulate real cases 
where frequently one has a weaker direction. For this reason, the layout of the monitoring system is 
designed to focus on mode shapes relative to the (x,z) plane, by neglecting, at this stage, the out-of-
plane modes generated by the non-symmetrical configuration of the pillars of the upper floors (that 
are turned just to accentuate the difference in the floor stiffness), which are reported only to provide 
a general understanding of the dynamical behaviour of the structure. The identification of the out-
of-plan modes will be considered in future work.

The P-∆ effects are considered also in the static behaviour of the structure, since in inelastic 
flexible structures gravity loads acting together with lateral forces amplify the lateral displacements 
and the stresses, and thus may contribute to trigger the collapse.

The evaluation of the structural vulnerability with respect to the P-∆ effects can be obtained by 
a pushover analysis. During this non-linear static analysis the structure is subjected to a lateral load 
distribution proportional to the first mode.

The capacity curves, representing, the base shear versus the upper storey x-displacement, are 
depicted in Figure 12, both with and without the P-∆ effect and with lumped and distributed 
plasticity models. The numerical model results are also compared with analytical clamped-clamped 
beam model results obtained in the Appendix A.

The P-∆ effect on the pushover curve shows (i) the initial reduction of the elastic stiffness (as 
previously discussed) and (ii) a somehow expected softening behaviour, i.e. a negative stiffness in 
the plastic range of deformation [55].
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Figure 12. Comparison of capacity curves with and without the P-∆ effect, in the cases of lumped and 
plasticity models.

The considered structure becomes vulnerable to collapse induced by the global P-∆ effect on 
the ground storey when it reaches a state with zero static lateral resistance. This happens when the 
displacement of the upper storeys (that is the same of the first storey in the considered prototype 
model) is ∆lim = 0.092 m (see Figure 12).

5. DAMAGE INDEXES

In the presence of cyclic loads, to prevent the collapse due to plasticity is not sufficient. The structure 
is likely to be affected by damage accumulation, which could jeopardise the structural serviceability 
by leading to a decreased structural safety.

After the preliminary characterization of the material properties and a manual tuning of the 
numerical model, structural responses are analyzed in order to obtain damage quantification. The 
considered procedure is illustrated in Figure 13. Cycling loading tests are performed on the model 
to induce a progressive reduction of the fatigue resistance and the flexural buckling collapse of the 
structure (this latter being highly enhanced by the P-∆ effect).

During the test, if the stresses remain below the linear elastic limit, the only phenomenon which 
could lead to damage is the fatigue. On the other hand, if the plasticity thresholds are exceeded, two 
phenomena could cause damage: low cyclic fatigue and ratcheting behaviour which causes plastic 
strain accumulation [56].

In cyclic plastic deformation local strain oscillates between minima and maxima without 
changing after the first few cycles. Ratcheting plasticity instead, produces a progressive increment 
of the plastic local strain at each cycle without any recovery.

Therefore the structural damage can be related to two different mechanisms and consequently 
two separate indexes can be introduced: The pure cyclic fatigue damage index, referred to as Df , 
and the ratcheting one Da. The former measures the damage due to degrading or ageing, whereas 
the latter accounts for the damage due to a significantly dangerous event.
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Figure 13. Flow chart of damage detection.

The maximum level that each of the two damage indexes can individually achieve (i.e. 100%)
corresponds (i) to the state of fatigue failure of at least one of the structural components (for Df ),
and (ii) to the lateral (buckling or instability) collapse of the structure triggered by the stiffness
reduction due to accumulated plasticity (for Da).

5.1. Cyclic behaviour and the Df index

One of the basic aspects when studying cycling loads effects is predicting the fatigue life of the
structure subjected to a stress-strain time history. Complete information about the behaviour of
the material subjected to cyclic loading is necessary to make this prediction, in addition to the
characterisation of the cyclic stress-strain response. Fatigue life is the number of loading cycles that
a given structure component sustains before failure.

In the considered prototype model fatigue failure occurs after a number of cycles of the order of
103 [57, 58], which is a relatively small number for fatigue problems. For this reason, it is more
appropriate to refer to low-cycle fatigue. Low fatigue cycle is based on the analysis of strain life
because the account in terms of stress (usually considered in the prediction of high-cycle fatigue
life) is less useful; furthermore, material strain offers a simpler description.

There are two strain components that characterize the cyclic stress-strain curve: the linear-elastic
part εE and the plastic strain εP . For this reason, the total strain-life equation is made up of an elastic
and plastic terms. The elastic strain-life term is known as Basquin’s equation [59]

∆εE
2

=
σ′
f

E
(2N)b, (1)

where ∆εE/2 is the elastic strain amplitude, σ′
f is a material parameter known as the fatigue strength

coefficient, E is the Young modulus, 2N is the number of reversals to failure (N cycles) and b is
an empirical constant referred to as the strength ductility exponent. The plastic strain-life term is
characterised by the Coffin-Manson relation [60, 61]

∆εP
2

= ε′f (2N)c (2)

where ∆εP /2 is the plastic strain amplitude, ε′f is an empirical constant referred to as the fatigue
ductility coefficient, and c is an empirical constant known as the fatigue ductility exponent. The
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Figure 14. Total strain-life curve for 6060-T6 aluminium alloy.

combined total strain is known as the strain-life equation:

∆ε

2
=

∆εE
2

+
∆εP
2

=
σ′
f

E
(2N)b + ε′f (2N)c. (3)

The parameters of the model (3) are reported in Table III (the Young modulus is reported in
Table I). The fatigue ductility and strength properties of the considered 6060-T6 aluminium alloy
are obtained experimentally [62]. The elastic, plastic and total strain-life curves obtained with these
parameters are shown in Figure 14.

Table III. The cyclic stress-strain curve parameters for the 6060-T6 aluminium alloy. Fatigue strength
coefficient σ′

f [MPa], fatigue strength exponent b, fatigue ductility exponent c, fatigue ductility coefficient
ε′f .

σ′
f b c ε′f

376.5 -0.084 -0.537 0.157

The damage coefficient Df is evaluated by the damage accumulation hypothesis; the most widely
used cumulative damage form is the Palmgren-Miner’s rule [63, 64], which states that the failure
occurs when

Df =
n

N
(4)

reaches the saturation value 1. In Eq. (4) n is the number of the applied load cycles and N is the
pertinent fatigue life predicted by Eq. (3). Usually the load cycles have not the same amplitude, so
that one has to consider the pertinent fatigue life for each strain amplitude. The Palmgren-Miner’s
rule becomes

Df =

K∑
i=1

ni

Ni
, (5)

where K the number of the different strain amplitudes ∆εi, ni is the number of load cycles applied
with one of these strain amplitudes, and Ni is the associated fatigue life, again obtained by Eq. (3)
with the given ∆εi. In this case the damage accumulation is supposed to be linear and obtained by
summing up the contribution of all load cycles.

A drawback of the considered model (5) is that the fatigue life is independent of the order of
application of cyclic strains of different amplitude. In spite of this, it seems to be adequate for the
present purposes.
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An important aspect of fatigue life prediction is the identification of the peaks (needed to compute
the applied strain amplitude ∆εi, with which we compute the Ni appearing in Eq. (5) by means of
Eq. (3)) and counting (necessary to detect ni in Eq. (5)). Since in this work the input is sinusoidal,
the identification of the peaks is simple.

5.2. Ratcheting plastic strain and the Da index

Cyclic plastic strain accumulation, namely ratcheting, is a phenomenon that can occur with the
application of cyclic loads characterised by constant stress amplitude with a nonzero mean strain.
The effect P-∆, explained in Section 4.3, could cause this phenomenon to amplify the lateral
displacement. The plastic displacement causes the inter-storey drift to become so large that the
original shape of the structure is altered and undergoes collapse due to the instability.

The damage component due to ratcheting has been considered in this work by taking directly into
account the ratio between inter-storey drift ∆rel obtained during test, the yield displacement ∆yield

obtained analytically and the ultimate displacement ∆lim calculated from the pushover analysis (see
Section 4.3)

Da =
∆rel −∆yield

∆lim −∆yield
. (6)

The inter-storey drift ∆rel is obtained from

∆rel = ∆̄ +∆cyc (7)

where ∆̄ is the average displacement and ∆cyc is the cyclic displacement. This damage index is 
activated when displacement reaches the value ∆yield obtained analytically (see Appendix A), i.e. 
if ∆rel ≤ ∆yield, Da is considered equal to zero.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

After a preliminary characterization of material properties and a manual tuning of the numerical 
model, and after experimental determination of the natural frequencies, damping and modes done 
in Section 3, structural responses are now analysed in order to obtain the damage indexes. Specific 
cyclic failure tests have been performed. More precisely, the procedure adopted for each test is 
characterised by the following steps:

• Identification of modal parameters for tuning the numerical model by OMA analysis;
• Non-linear static analysis in order to obtain the preliminary capacity curve of the structures

with the P-∆ effect;
• Experimental test during which a harmonic cyclic load exciting the first natural frequency in 

the elastic-plastic range is applied to lead the structure to collapse;
• Post-processing the measured data to determine the damage level by means of damage

indexes.

We tested various identical prototypes in order to have robust results and a comprehensive 
understanding of the mechanical behaviour, and report the results of the distinguished mechanical 
features.

Data are acquired at a sample rate of 1000 Hz. Time histories are acquired for 300 seconds. The 
identification of dynamic characteristics are carried on not only preliminarily for model calibration 
as illustrated in Section 3, but also during tests in order to detect the evolution of structural features 
for model updating. This has been done by temporarily stopping the high amplitude cyclic load and 
by temporarily applying a low amplitude white noise excitation needed for the OMA analysis. In 
the cyclic damage index estimation the white noise inputs intervals are not considered because the 
input amplitude is negligible.

Three types of damages are observed in different experimental tests (Figure 15): small horizontal 
surface micro fractures on the lateral skin of the pillars due to bending deformation (type 1), the
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local damage due to breaking of at least one of the pillars in one end due to fatigue (type 2), and the 
global collapse for bending instability due to the plastic strain accumulation (type 3).

Damage type 2 and type 3 are often independent: only in some cases there is a rupture of the 
ending section of a pillar and after the collapse is reached, while sometime the bending instability 
(Figure 15(c)) is reached without any local crack due to fatigue damage. It depends on the amplitude 
of cyclic inputs. The damage type 1 is not considered in this study because it is simply due to 
overcoming of the elastic limit.

a) b) c)

Figure 15. The three types of damage: a) type 1, b) type 2 and c) type 3.

6.1. Fatigue damage index Df

Low-cycle fatigue life is obtained calculating cyclic strain from relative displacement. The relative
displacement (inter-storey drift) are obtained from a double integration of the relative acceleration,
obtained from the difference between the acceleration of the first storey and that of the base, both
acquired during tests (ACC. #0 and ACC. #1, respectively). The double integration scheme used to
obtain the inter-storey drift is illustrated in Figure 16, where it is shown that to have reliable results
two in series high pass filters are necessary to remove low frequencies noise.

Figure 16. Scheme for double integration.

To check the effectiveness of the numerical integration, the displacement obtained from the
double integration of the acceleration of the first storey (ACC. #1) is compared with that obtained by
a USB imaging device that record the displacement of the same storey. The camera system allows
to acquire a select One-Shot Image into LabVIEW 2010 with DirectShow imaging device support.
The comparison between the signals obtained by the different procedures is reported in Figure 17
and shows a good agreement.

Displacement time histories like those of Figure 17 are used for peak counting, i.e. for computing
ni in Eq. (5). They are also used to determine the relative displacement, which is then applied to the
distributed plasticity numerical model to obtain, with a non-linear static analysis, the relative strain
amplitude ∆εi in the most stressed cross-section. This latter is then is used in the Coffin-Manson’s
Eq. (3) to obtain the fatigue life Ni.

An example of applied load is reported in Table IV, while in Table V the associated amplitude of
relative accelerations measured on the first storey, the relative number of cycles (obtained using a
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Figure 17. Comparison between numerical and experimental displacements of the first storey.

peak-detect function), the inter-storey drift, the strain amplitude, the maximum number of reversal 
with that strain amplitude and the cyclic damage index are reported. As noted in the caption, we soon 
have a damage of type 1, i.e. small micro-cracks on the lateral side of the pillars. Later, after 4920 
seconds and 3600 cycles, one pillar undergoes a macro-crack and then breaks, i.e. a local damage 
of type 2 occurs. It is worth to underline that the macro-crack occurs when Df is close to 100%, a 
fact that proves the reliability of Df , at least in this case. In Figure 18, we show the evolution of the 
first resonant frequency with damage progression, obtained by OMA-processing the output signals 
measured during the load steps in which the input exciting the system is a white noise sequence. Its 
reduction is a further confirmation of the progress of the damage, which reduces the stiffness and 
thus the natural frequencies.

Table IV. An example of sequence of loads.

Load step number LS Type of load Time of acquisition [s]
1 White noise 300
2 Sinusoidal input 600
3 White noise 300
4 Sinusoidal input 720
5 White noise 300
6 Sinusoidal input 720
7 White noise 300
8 Sinusoidal input 480
9 White noise 300

10 Sinusoidal input 960
11 White noise 300
12 Sinusoidal input 1440
13 White noise 300
14 Sinusoidal input 240

6.2. Ratcheting damage index Da

The global damage index is considered in this work by taking into account the ratcheting damage
index Da expressed by Eq. (6). The total relative displacement ∆rel is the maximum inter-storey
drift between the ground and the first storey, because the pillars between these two storeys are the
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Table V. Measured and post-processed quantities needed for the local damage analysis: Load step number
LS, elapsed time ti [s], relative acceleration amplitude measured at each step arel1

[
ms−2

]
, total number of

cycles at each step ni, relative cyclic displacement amplitude at each step ∆cyc
i [m], cyclic strain amplitude

at each step ∆ε/2, maximum number of reversal at each level of strain Ni, cumulative cyclic damage index
Df [%], type of damage TD.

LS ti arel1 ni ∆cyc
i ∆ε/2 Ni Df TD

2 120 1.06 88 0.031 0.0027 21142 0.4 none
2 360 1.18 200 0.033 0.0029 12696 2.0 none
2 496 1.31 111 0.036 0.0033 7419 3.5 type 1
2 600 1.42 89 0.038 0.0035 5033 5.3 type 1
4 840 1.23 162 0.035 0.0033 7415 7.4 type 1
4 1080 1.38 210 0.037 0.0035 5345 11.4 type 1
4 1320 1.41 207 0.038 0.0035 5025 15.5 type 1
6 1560 1.47 190 0.038 0.0036 4626 19.6 type 1
6 1680 1.39 57 0.038 0.0035 4903 20.8 type 1
6 1800 1.29 136 0.035 0.0033 6541 22.8 type 1
6 2040 1.43 193 0.038 0.0036 4636 27.0 type 1
8 2280 1.34 175 0.037 0.0034 5558 30.2 type 1
8 2520 1.61 183 0.040 0.0038 3503 35.4 type 1

10 2760 1.66 176 0.039 0.0037 3790 40.0 type 1
10 3000 1.71 156 0.039 0.0037 3787 44.1 type 1
10 3240 1.27 165 0.044 0.0044 1881 52.9 type 1
10 3480 1.23 144 0.038 0.0039 3175 57.4 type 1
12 3720 1.6 201 0.039 0.0040 2872 64.4 type 1
12 3785 1.29 38 0.035 0.0035 4859 65.2 type 1
12 3960 1.56 139 0.039 0.0039 3028 69.8 type 1
12 4100 1.36 108 0.038 0.0038 3414 73.0 type 1
12 4200 1.67 69 0.040 0.0040 2803 75.4 type 1
12 4440 1.59 159 0.040 0.0040 2854 81.0 type 1
12 4480 1.03 24 0.031 0.0032 7714 81.3 type 1
12 4680 1.41 117 0.042 0.0042 2235 86.6 type 1
12 4920 1.63 126 0.042 0.0042 2236 92.2 type 1
14 5160 1.18 151 0.034 0.0035 5351 95.0 type 2

most stressed. The cyclic displacement ∆cyc is obtained from the double integration of the relative
acceleration.

The mean displacement ∆̄ increases linearly in time (an example is reported in Figure 19), so
that it cannot be obtained by the double integration of the accelerations, since the initial velocity is 
not known. Thus, it must be computed in a different manner, by a non-linear dynamic analysis of 
the FEM numerical model. A non-linear dynamic analysis of the model is performed, in order to 
simulate ratecheting behaviour, and the reliability of the numerical model results is checked by 
comparing these values with the experimental time histories acquired with the camera. Since we 
have verified that the displacements obtained with the camera are in good agreement with those 
obtained with the numerical model, in the present work we use the former only because they are 
easier to handle. Of course, in real applications the displacements to be used will be those coming 
from the numerical model. An example of the camera recorded time histories is shown in Figure 19. 
The sequence of loads applied to the another (i.e. not the same considered in Section 6.1, but with 
the same materials and geometry) prototype model is reported in Table VI, while in Table VII the 
relevant quantities of interest are given. The results demonstrate that the ultimate displacement 
predicted with static non-linear analysis (∆lim = 0.092 m, see Section 4.3) is consistent with the
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Figure 18. Evolution of the first resonant frequency with damage progression, obtained for the sequence of 
loads reported in Table IV.

Figure 19. Displacement amplitude of the first storey during different progressive tests and last steps before
collapse.

real displacement measured just before collapse. In fact, one can observe that the structure collapses
due to structural instability (type 3) when it achieves the maximum level of damage index Da ≃
100%. Note that in the meantime Df remains well below the critical threshold.

6.3. Numerical simulations

As previously said, in the considered low-cost monitoring system, the displacement can be obtained
by a non-linear dynamic analysis of the FEM numerical model in order to compute the cycles’
amplitude and the ultimate displacement before collapse.
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Table VI. A typical sequence of loads.

Load step number LS Type of load Time of acquisition [s]
1 White noise 300
2 Sinusoidal input 180
3 White noise 300
4 Sinusoidal input 158

Table VII. Measured and post-processed quantities needed for the global damage analysis: Load step number
LS, elapsed time ti [s], total relative displacement ∆rel [m], ratcheting damage index Da [%], type of

damage TD.

LS ti ∆rel Da TD
2 60 0.0406 17.06 none
2 120 0.0402 16.52 none
2 180 0.0403 16.67 none
4 300 0.0456 25.21 none
4 320 0.0457 25.34 none
4 322 0.0489 30.48 none
4 324 0.0515 34.68 type 1
4 326 0.0547 39.84 type 1
4 328 0.0564 42.58 type 1
4 330 0.0576 44.52 type 1
4 332 0.0594 47.42 type 1
4 334 0.0666 59.03 type 1
4 336 0.0739 70.81 type 1
4 338 0.0902 97.1 type 3

In order to numerically simulate the previous experimental test, and to check the effectiveness
of the double numerical integration of the experimental accelerations, the harmonic acceleration
recorded during the test is applied at the base nodes of the numerical model. In this case, a distributed
plasticity model as described in Section 4.2 is considered.

The differential equations of motion are integrated numerically by the Newmark method. The
accuracy of this method depends on the integration step, which is chosen on the basis of the period
of the excitation, of the natural period Tn of the structure and of the input sampling frequency. A
good balance between accuracy and rapidity of the integration is obtained with the integration step
∆t = 0.0005 s.

The results of the numerical integrations are illustrated in Figure 20, where we report the lateral
displacement versus the base shear force. We choose this type of representation, instead of a classical
time history, because it permits to visualise the decrement of the lateral strength of the frame with
increasing number of cycles and, moreover, because it allows to perform a comparison with the
results of the static non-linear (push-over) analysis obtained in Section 4.3.

We note that there is a good agreement between the non-linear dynamic and non-linear static
analyses. As a matter of fact, this shows that the ultimate displacement ∆u predicted with the
preliminary non-linear static analysis, and used for the ratcheting damage index Da, is consistent
with numerical and experimental results.

Starting from the first cycles, the lateral displacement of the first storey overcomes the yield
lateral displacement, which is equal to ∆yield = 0.03 m (see Appendix A). Thus, there is a plasticity
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accumulation and the structure undergoes at each cycle a permanent shift in one direction, while the
lateral resistance of the structure decreases to zero.

The ultimate displacement ∆u predicted by the numerical model, which is shown in Figure 20 and
which is the amplitude of the last cycle before the numerical analysis divergence in correspondence
of a zero lateral resistance, is equal to that obtained from experimental test (Figure 19), in
correspondence of which the structure collapses due to the lateral instability.

Figure 20. Base shear versus displacement of the first storey, from static and dynamic non-linear analysis.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work a novel combined experimental and numerical methodology to perform the SHM of 
civil structures lying in seismic hazard zones is proposed.

A prototype frame model of a three-storey building has been build up and instrumented in order 
to simulate the vibration response of a multi-storey building subjected to seismic loads. In this 
stage, we neglected all the effects that are typical of a real structure in a real environment. 
Specifically, we did not consider the effects related to noise in the measurements, specific structural 
typologies and boundary conditions, complexity (where to put sensors and how many), low and 
high amplitude cyclic behaviour of reinforced concrete and masonry, the occurrence of soil-
structure interaction, etc., according to the fact that only the proof of the concept has been sought in 
this work. This aspects will be investigated in future developments.

Two different FEM models (with lumped and distributed plasticity) of the prototype have been 
developed and manually tuned up, making usage of parameters identified by an Operational Modal 
Analysis of the structure.

After having verified the reliability of monitoring system and numerical models, the real structure 
behaviour has been studied not only in the elastic range but also in the plastic one. In this way, the 
cyclic stress-strain relationship and displacement time histories due to strong motion have been 
investigated and compared with experimental results. This kind of analysis has been used to 
extrapolate local and global indexes of damage, used to forecast the remaining structure lifetime.

By the experimental investigation performed in this research, several fundamental aspects have 
been treated: (i) The preliminary experimental results of the proposed combined methodology, 
obtained, in laboratory, by testing the three storey aluminium scaled frame, (ii) the study of the 
monotonic behaviour, up to failure, to understand the mechanism that could cause collapse (the 
P-∆ effect), (iii) the cyclic fatigue behaviour, for a fixed value of the imposed displacement, to
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Figure 21. Sketch of the considered structure.

understand the mechanism that produces the cyclic damage, and (iv) the cyclic behaviour in terms 
of plastic accumulation, to determine how the damage due to cyclic load leads to collapse.

The structural damage has been related to two different mechanisms and consequently two 
separate indexes have been introduced: The pure cyclic fatigue damage index, referred to as Df , 
and the ratcheting one, Da.

The damage estimation methodology is verified by comparing the experimental results with the 
model prediction during cyclic failure tests.

The life prediction for the prototype model, obtained by damage indexes, estimated from 
the measurements acquired by a low cost SHM system, has proved to be consistent with the 
experimental results.

The results obtained up to now have shown that the numerical model damage calculation and the 
failure prediction are reliable, at least in the considered case. As said, the scope of this work was to 
check the feasibility of the proposed structural health monitoring technique. This has been done by 
using the experimental model, which has natural frequencies similar to those of real structures, but 
very different damage behaviour. However, we do not believe that this is a drawback. In fact, once 
the damage laws for RC or masonry buildings were identified, they could be easily implemented in 
the model, and, after a proper trial-and error preliminary tuning, the procedure could be applied to 
real structures.

A. ANALYTICAL RESULTS CONSIDERING P-∆ EFFECT

The linear Euler-Bernoulli beam theory extended with P-∆ effect is considered in order to take into 
account the influence of axial force on the bending stiffness on the first storey because only this 
floor is clearly influenced by this effect (see Section 4.3 for references). For this reason, a clamped-
clamped beam with constant axial force, P, which is positive in compression is taken into account. 
The differential governing equation is

d4x

dz4
+ α2 d

2x

dz2
= 0, (8)

where α2 = P/EJ . The general solution of the previous equation is

x(z) = C1 cosαz + C2 sinαz + C3z + C4. (9)

By considering that the pillars of the first storey have not constant cross-section (see Figure 21
and Table VIII) and by taking into account the boundary (clamped in A, given ∆ displacement in
B) and the continuity conditions (in C and D), one finds that

∆yield =
χyield

0.7887α2 cos(αL) + 0.628α2 sin(αL)
, (10)
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Table VIII. Geometrical and mechanical characteristic values.

P [N] α1

[
m−1

]
α
[
m−1

]
J1

[
m4

]
J
[
m4

]
L [m] L1 [m] h [m] h1 [m]

33.25 11.15 7.098 4.05E-12 1E-11 0.196 0.028 0.002 0.00148

where χyield is the yield curvature attained at the beam ends (point B) and ∆yield is the 
corresponding displacement.

In the considered case we get ∆yield = 0.03 m, while the yield moment Myield
∆ and shear V yield

∆

for each pillar are reported in Table IX.

Table IX. Displacement, Moment and Shear on yield limit

∆yield [m] Myield
∆ [Nm] V yield

∆ [N]
0.03 0.9583 3.62

In conclusion, the stiffness of each pillar belonging to the first storey is k∆ = V yield
∆

(
∆yield

)−1
=

120.04 N/m.
These results are used to calibrate the Moment-rotation relationship for the plastic hinge of the

lumped model. In fact, the Moment on yield limit M
′yield
∆ for the lumped plasticity model is obtained

from

M
′yield
∆ =

Myield
∆

k
(11)

M
′yield
∆ is an amplified value of Myield

∆ (k is equal to 0.7) and it is considered in order to match the
plastic range behaviour and to obtain the same ultimate displacement ∆u of the distributed plasticity
model (shown in Figure 12). In fact, matching the exact yield value of displacement ∆yield of the
distributed model, the ultimate displacement ∆u is underestimated. In Table X the values of the
moment-rotation relationship of each non-linear link are reported. These values are calibrated by
the comparison between the same static-scheme modelled with a distributed plasticity model.

Table X. Moment-rotation relationship of non-linear link.

Rotation θ [rad] M
′yield
∆ [Nm]

Yield limit 0 1.369
Collapse limit 0.040 1.415
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